Need expert advice? Call us!
(+1) 954 762 7607
[skype-status]

Shared Apartment Felipe R. V
CLP 215.000 / Month - ID: PR-DC-0009 - Santiago de Chile
Balcony / Garden

Available
from

Heating

UNAVAILABLE

Residents max.: 5

Internet

TV

› Providencia - Shared Apartment

Washing machine

Available : UNAVAILABLE
Location: Providencia

Bathrooms: 2

Balcony / Garden, Heating, Internet, TV, Washing Machine
Location:

The house is located in the Providencia district, close to the beautiful Bustamante Park, where
there is a two-story literary café with various cultural activities, a skate park and beautiful green
areas for relaxing or playing sports.
The Parque Bustamante subway station (Line 5, green) is about 6 blocks away. Providencia Ave.
is a 15-minute walk away. It’s one of the main avenues in Santiago where there are various shops,
services (banks, pharmacies, pubs, supermarkets, etc.), as well as many transportation options
with buses that connect to several different points in the city. (See map below)
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Accomodation:

This rental is a large, stylish, and very well located house. It is commonly inhabited by young
people of Chilean or foreign nationalities, among whom there are plenty of good vibes and
common activities. The house has two stories. On first floor are the common areas such as the
kitchen, dining room, living room, and access to the house’s spacious patio/garden that includes a
barbecue area where pleasant evenings in the open air can be spent. On the second floor are the
rooms for rent, 5 in total, and the 2 bathrooms.

Residents:

On the first floor lives Felipe (who lives there permanently) and Francisco works there (he doesn’t
live in the house, but uses a room as an office).

Pets:

There are no pets in the house.

Bedroom/s:

The furnished room offered in the advertisement is smaller than the other rooms, yet cozy and
comfortable. It has sun during the morning hours thanks to the big window. The room is furnished
with a single bed with night table, a small cupboard, a mirror.

Bathroom/s:

On the second floor of the house there are two bathrooms that are shared among the five rooms
for rent.

Features:

The whole house has WIFI Internet and use of the washing machine is allowed once a week with
no additional cost (detergent not included). During the winter months there is a gas heater for the
common areas and an electric blanket in each room (at no additional cost). Cleaning of the rooms
is done once a week by cleaning personnel for the common areas and rooms.

Comments:

Felipe doesn’t smoke, but smoking is allowed in the patio.

Rent and additional costs:
Room rental: 215.000 CLP/month

Listing Gallery

Room for rent

Livingroom

Livingroom

Kitchen
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Property Location

Image not found
http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=%2CMar%C3%ADn+301-389%2C+Providencia%2C+Regi%C3%B3n+Metropolitana+de+San

Julia Federmann
Do you like this offer? Contact us! We are looking forward to see you.
(+56-2) 2819 8274 [Chile]
(+1) 954 762 7607 [8am-5pm EST]
Email: housing@chileinside.cl
See my listings
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Property URL

http://www.housing-in-chile.com/property/shared-apartment-felipe-r-v/
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